
EUDY CHILDREN CAMP 2015 
  

STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT (for participants under 18 years)

FULL NAME OF PARTICIPANT

FULL NAME OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN
In urgent cases I am reach 
under (mobile phone):

Rules:

I agree all what is said in the third announcement.

During the camp trip the leaders of my country take over the responsibility of look after and bear 
therefore raised responsibility. I will teach my son / my daughter to follow absolutely her instructions.

I agree, that my son / daughter will be photographed and filmed during the camp and the rights of this 
movie and pictures are keep by EUDY - the GOC can share them all on their website or public report. If 
I or my son / daughter share this on other things, then they must mark them with 'Copyright by EUDY' - 
this materials can´t share in other edit forms anywhere.

I agree that my son / daughter only have about 30 minutes in the evening to talk or write during free 
WiFi. They must give their leader the smartphone or mobile phones the rest of day. It improve and helps 
to show the participants, that there is a world without technology.

I agree, that the leaders are collect the pocket-money of the participants and look after them. The 
participant must tell the leader every day, how many money they needs for this day. We want improve 
the sense to use the money during the camp. The participants can get their complete money at the city 
trip to Laboe/Kiel.

I agree with the fact that my son / daughter may leave in their free-time after previous notice of 
departure with the leader and only in company of at least two other participants with temporal limitation 
and exact duties (e.g., purchase, investigations). I know that my son / my daughter is responsible in this 
time for his / her actions himself.

  
  
DATE:   ________________

  
SIGNATURE OF  
PARENT/GUARDIAN *

  
  
______________________________ 
 

*) If you don´t agree this points, then we (the GOC-team) can´t confirm the participation from your children. If you have personally or special 
asks, then contact the treasure of EUDY Children Camp, Danny Canal, during this mailaddress: eudyccfinance@gehoerlosen-jugend.de
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